The purpose of this work is to close the local deformation problem of rank two Euclidean submanifolds in codimension two by describing their moduli space of deformations. In the process, we provide an explicit simple representation of these submanifolds, a result of independent interest by its applications. We also determine which deformations are genuine and honest, allowing us to find the first known examples of honestly locally deformable rank two submanifolds in codimension two. In addition, we study which of these submanifolds admit isometric immersions as Euclidean hypersurfaces, a property that gives rise to several applications to the Sbrana-Cartan theory of deformable Euclidean hypersurfaces.
that states that an Euclidean hypersurface is locally rigid provided that the number of nonzero principal curvatures, called the rank of the hypersurface, is at least three. This result has had several generalizations, like the ones in [1] , [2] , [3] and [17] . The general idea behind these works is that, in order for a submanifold in low codimension to possess noncongruent deformations, its second fundamental form and curvature tensor must be highly degenerate. Several of this kind of results were unified and generalized in [7] , where the notion of genuine rigidity was introduced. This concept relies on the idea that, as we discard congruent submanifolds when analyzing rigidity, we should also discard deformations that are induced by deformations of a bigger dimensional submanifold containing the original one.
On the other hand, flat hypersurfaces have at most rank one, and the moduli space of their local isometric deformations is well understood: they are parametrized in a very simple and geometric way, through their Gauss map, by smooth arbitrary regular curves in their ambient space R n+1 . In this work we will see that this is also the case for flat submanifolds in codimension two. Therefore, we argue here that we should also discard compositions with flat submanifolds since these are well understood in low codimension, giving rise to the concept of honest rigidity.
From the discussion above we conclude that the interesting local deformation phenomena for hypersurfaces arise only for those that have rank two. A century ago, V. Sbrana and E. Cartan described the rank two locally deformable hypersurfaces, the so-called Sbrana-Cartan hypersurfaces, by showing that they split into four classes, according to their space of deformations. However, despite their classification, a deep question remained open for almost a century, namely, the very existence of examples in the least deformable discrete class, whose members admit, precisely, only one noncongruent deformation. This question was answered for any dimension in [9] by means of a very geometric construction carried out in codimension two that provided a large family of examples in this discrete class. More precisely, it was shown that the transversal intersection of two flat hypersurfaces in general position gives rise to a Sbrana-Cartan hypersurface of the discrete class, together with its two unique isometric immersions as an Euclidean hypersurface. We call these hypersurfaces Sbrana-Cartan hypersurfaces of intersection type.
Since the problem beyond hypersurfaces is quite involved, until recently nothing similar to the Sbrana-Cartan theory for codimension higher than one had been attempted, not even in codimension two. For the compact case, the main result in [13] says that, if n ≥ 5, they are nowhere genuinely deformable once certain mild singularities for the extensions are allowed. However, the necessity of considering singular extensions was not established in [13] , and we will address this question here. Now, in the search for interesting local deformation phenomena it is natural to begin such study with the Euclidean submanifolds in codimension two whose second fundamental forms or curvature tensors are very degenerate, that is, those with rank two. We point out that the rank condition, in this setting, is essentially an intrinsic property, and agrees with the rank of the curvature tensor of the manifold.
When substantial and irreducible, rank two submanifolds in codimension two naturally divide into three classes, elliptic, parabolic and hyperbolic, according to the number 0, 1 or 2 of independent normal directions whose shape operators have rank one. In particular, in the hyperbolic case we have a fundamental function, the main angle between these two normal directions, that plays a key role in this work. To our surprise, elliptic and parabolic submanifolds were shown to be honestly rigid in [8] without the need of a thorough understanding of their space of deformations. However, the study of the deformations of hyperbolic submanifolds remained elusive, among other reasons, by the lack of a good representation of them.
And this is precisely the main goal of this work: to describe locally in a convenient way all these hyperbolic submanifolds and to characterize their moduli spaces of deformations, hence closing the classification of the local deformation problem of rank two Euclidean submanifolds in codimension two. We will see that, in contrast to the elliptic and parabolic cases, there are hyperbolic submanifolds that are honestly deformable.
One of the main objectives of this work is to call the attention to the other side of the coin of genuine and honest rigidity, that remained somehow hidden: although it is a good idea to discard deformations that arise from submanifolds in lower codimension when dealing with rigidity, one can instead study non genuine deformations but in higher codimension to obtain information about the deformations in the codimension we are interested in. The last two sections of this paper show that this twist is indeed fruitful. Therefore, we should not simply ignore all non honest and non genuine deformations, but instead it is important to understand them.
To accomplish our task, we proceed as follows. First, in Section 2 we show that all the data relevant to the study of the deformations of a hyperbolic submanifold in codimension two project to the leaf space of its totally geodesic foliation of relative nullity, that is a smooth surface. We then use this to show in Section 3 that these hyperbolic submanifolds admit a very simple and geometric representation in terms of their polar surfaces. This result is interesting in its own right, beyond rigidity problems, since it provides an explicit tool to construct interesting classes of submanifolds. For example, as an immediate consequence of this parametrization, we obtain a local description of all flat submanifolds in codimension two in terms of Euclidean surfaces with flat normal bundle, which were classified in [14] . This construction is not only simpler to use and more explicit, but also more elegant that the one found in [5] .
In Section 4 we provide a full set of 6 functions of a given hyperbolic submanifold that are invariant under deformations, which will substantially simplify our work. This is a somehow different approach than the usual ones that deal with deformability of submanifolds. We then make use of this set to obtain our main result in Section 5: the description of the moduli space of deformations. It turns out that this space is given as pairs of functions of one variable satisfying a single wave equation that, surprisingly, depends only on the metric of the polar surface. This is not to say that this space is always easy to compute. Indeed, the richness of the deformation phenomena arise from the way that these two functions are entangled in the equation.
We determine in Section 6 which deformations are honest, and how the ones that are not extend. As a simple consequence, we will conclude the necessity of considering singular extensions for the global rigidity problem for compact manifolds, as established in [13] . In Section 7 we characterize which hyperbolic submanifolds in codimension two admit an isometric immersion as an Euclidean hypersurface, a result that should be seen as the converse to the main result in [11] , and that also has applications to the Sbrana-Cartan theory.
Finally, we use this machinery to give three applications. First, in Section 8 we characterize all deformations that preserve the main angle. It turns out that all of them are not honest nor genuine, yet they provide applications to the Sbrana-Cartan theory, in particular, giving new examples of the interesting classes. Then, in Section 9 we fully recover the main result in [9] cited above about the construction of the Sbrana-Cartan hypersurfaces of intersection type. More importantly, we compute their moduli space of deformations as submanifolds in codimension two, where they naturally live. We will see that generically they are also honestly rigid, except in one situation where the moduli space is precompact and diffeomorphic to a line. These are the first known examples of honestly locally deformable rank two Euclidean submanifolds in codimension two.
We end this introduction by pointing out that the techniques used in this work can be easily extended to elliptic and parabolic submanifolds in codimension two by using complex conjugate coordinates instead of real ones, in the same spirit as in [11] . Therefore, a unified approach of the rigidity and deformation phenomena of rank two submanifolds in codimension two, and in fact in space forms, can be easily carried out with the techniques presented here. However, since as we pointed out elliptic and parabolic submanifolds are honestly rigid, by simplicity of the presentation and to avoid conceptual duplications we choose to restrict ourselves to the hyperbolic case in Euclidean space.
Preliminaries
In this section we recall basic facts about rank two submanifolds and their splitting tensors, and we introduce the concept of honest rigidity, which is a slight extension of that of genuine rigidity and better suits the study of deformation phenomena when the submanifold admits an isometric immersion in lower codimension.
Along this paper, M n will denote an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold, and f : M n → R n+p an isometric immersion, always in codimension p = 2 except in this section. By a deformation of f we simply mean another non-congruent isometric immersion of M n into the same ambient space R n+p .
Honest rigidity
To study the deformation problem for such an f we need the following.
is an open subset U ⊂ R n+r with r < p, and isometric immersions h :
It is important to observe that all flat Euclidean hypersurfaces, as h above for r = p − 1, can be easily parametrized and classified using just an arbitrary curve in the unit sphere S n+1 ⊂ R n+2 (the Gauss image of h), together with a function of one variable, by means of the Gauss parametrization; see e.g. (15) in [9] . In fact, as we will see in Corollary 17 below, in this paper we also describe easily flat Euclidean submanifolds in codimension two. Therefore, compositions are not interesting when studying rigidity in codimension two and three, since all these deformations arise from the ones for the submanifold g, hence reducing the codimension of the problem. This is one of the reasons why we want to discard compositions, in the same way we discard congruences.
Key concepts in this work are those of genuine rigidity and genuine deformations introduced in [7] and extended to the conformal realm in [15] . As we pointed out, the complexity of rigidity problems in submanifold theory grows very fast with the codimension. Moreover, if we have inclusions M n ⊂ N n+k ⊂ R n+p , deformations of the lower codimensional submanifold N n+k in R n+p induce obvious deformations of M n in R n+p . In order to discard these simpler deformations we proceed as follows.
Given another isometric immersionf : M n → R n+q , q ∈ N, we say that the pair {f.f } extends isometrically if there are an isometric embedding j : M n ֒→ N n+k into a Riemannian manifold N n+k , k ≥ 1, and a pair of isometric immersions F :
Accordingly, we say thatf as above is a genuine deformation of f (in codimension q), or simply that {f,f } is a genuine pair, if {f | U ,f | U } does not extend isometrically on any open subset U ⊂ M n .
Observe that this concept (locally) extends that of compositions when k = p > q, and that of congruence when k = p = q. This allowed to unify and generalize in [7] and [15] several known rigidity results that seemed different in nature. The main results in those two papers are that, in sufficiently low codimensions, the members of a genuine pair have to be mutually ruled, with a special kind of rulings of large dimension.
The associated rigidity concept is the following.
there is an open dense subset U ⊂ M n such that the pair {f | U ,f | U } extends isometrically.
Although this concept is appropriate when M n admits no lower codimensional isometric immersion g as in Definition 1, when it does, we automatically have all the compositions h • g for each flat submanifold h, and therefore we cannot expect to have genuine rigidity. On the other hand, as we saw, these compositions in low codimension are also well understood, and thus we want to discard them as well. Therefore, this justifies us to say that a genuine deformationf : M n → R n+p of f is honest if it is nowhere a composition. Accordingly to this, we introduce our next concept.
Definition 3. We say that f is honestly rigid if its only genuine deformations are compositions along an open dense subset.
We do not require in this work for M n to admit no isometric immersion as an Euclidean hypersurface, as it was done in Theorem 1 in [8] . This has two main reasons. First, we can and we will use the machinery developed in this paper to obtain information about the theory of deformable hypersurfaces; see Sections 8 and 9 for examples of this situation. Secondly, the concept of honest rigidity better fits the deformation problem in codimensions bigger than one and avoids this hypothesis. For example, the cited hypothesis in Theorem 1 in [8] becomes now unnecessary, since its proof actually shows the stronger result that, indeed, any elliptic rank two Euclidean submanifold in codimension two is honestly rigid, even if it is also an Euclidean hypersurface. Analogously, Theorem 4 in [8] implies that any parabolic rank two Euclidean submanifold in codimension two is honestly rigid. We will show in Section 9 that this is not the case for hyperbolic submanifolds in codimension two.
Rank two and hyperbolic submanifolds
Let R be the curvature tensor of M n . We denote by Γ(x) the nullity of
The rank of M n at x is the integer n − dim Γ(x), which is constant on connected components of an open dense subset of M n . Now, given an isometric immersion f :
of M n , we denote by ∆(x) the relative nullity of f at x, that is, the nullity space of the second fundamental form α = α f of f at x,
We call the rank of f at x the integer n − dim ∆(x). By the Gauss equation for f it is immediate that ∆(x) ⊂ Γ(x), and so the rank of f is pointwise greater than or equal to the rank of M n . It is well known that both Γ and ∆ are smooth, integrable totally geodesic distributions on M n (along the connected components of an open dense subset of M n where they have constant dimension). In addition, ∆ is totally geodesic also in the ambient Euclidean space.
Since our work is local in nature, we will assume whenever necessary and without further mention that all distributions that appear as images or kernels of tensors have constant dimension. This will not bring any problem since our rigidity concepts are required to hold locally almost everywhere by definition. In fact, we will see in the last section that submanifolds that deform in very different forms can be glued smoothly, although non analytically, in quite complicated ways, and then we cannot expect any local classification to hold everywhere.
In particular, the following proposition shown in [8] tells us that we can restrict ourselves to rank two immersions when studying deformations of rank two Riemannian manifolds.
We denote by N 1 f (x) the first normal space of f at x, f is parallel, and hence f (M n ) is contained in an affine hyperplane of R n+2 , being, in particular, a composition. But even if M n is flat, dim N 1 f < 2 also implies that f is a composition of a totally geodesic inclusion M n ⊂ R n+1 by Proposition 9 in [7] . Therefore, we also have the following, where f to be full means that
As it is the case with any totally geodesic distribution, ∆ possesses its splitting tensor
By the Codazzi equation, for any vector ξ in the normal bundle of f , the corresponding shape operator A ξ of f satisfies that
for any S ∈ ∆. In particular, when M n has rank two and f is nowhere a composition, by Proposition 4 we have ∆ = Γ, the splitting tensor of ∆ agrees with the one for the nullity Γ of M n , and therefore it is intrinsic; see [9] for details.
Remark 6. Given a rank two Riemannian manifold M n with splitting tensor D of Γ, 
, and Cg stands for the cone over g, Cg(x, t) = tg(x)). It is well-known that f is surface-like if and only if it holds everywhere that C T = µ(T )I for all T ∈ ∆; cf. Lemma 6 in [9] . Now, for a rank two immersion f as above, since its codimension is two, for a given basis X, Y ∈ ∆ ⊥ (x) there are a, b, c ∈ R such that
Following [6] , a nowhere surface-like rank two Euclidean submanifold f : M n → R n+2 is called hyperbolic (respectively, parabolic or elliptic) if it holds everywhere that dim N 1 f = 2, and ab−c 2 < 0 (respectively, ab−c 2 = 0 or ab−c 2 > 0), a condition that is independent of the given basis. Of course, these concepts make perfect sense in any codimension, but in this paper we always reserve the term 'hyperbolic (parabolic, elliptic) submanifold' to those in codimension two, except for surfaces. As seen in [6] , we can choose the basis {X 1 , X 2 } such that (2) takes the form
where ǫ = 1 (respectively, ǫ = 0, ǫ = −1). Moreover, the pairs a 1 X 1 +a 2 X 2 , a 1 X 2 +ǫa 2 X 1 also satisfy (3) and, up to signs, there are no others. Then let J : ∆ ⊥ → ∆ ⊥ be the (unique up to sign) linear map defined by JX 1 = X 2 and JX 2 = ǫX 1 . In particular, J 2 = ǫI. We conclude that f is hyperbolic (respectively, parabolic or elliptic) if and only if there is a linear map J : ∆ ⊥ → ∆ ⊥ such that J 2 = ǫI with ǫ = 1 (respectively, ǫ = 0 or ǫ = −1), and α f (X, JY ) = α f (JX, Y ), for all X, Y ∈ ∆ ⊥ , or, equivalently,
In particular, it is easy to check that ǫ + 1 is the number of linearly independent normal directions whose corresponding shape operators have rank one. Moreover, by (1),
Hence, since f is always assumed to be nowhere surface-like, by (5) the endomorphism J above is also intrinsic, and so is the property of being hyperbolic, parabolic or elliptic. In other words, by Remark 6, if a nowhere surface-like rank two Riemannian manifold M n admits an Euclidean isometric immersion in codimension two that is nowhere a composition, then d ≤ 2, ∆ = Γ, the immersion has to be either hyperbolic, parabolic or elliptic, (5) holds, and accordingly we call M n itself hyperbolic, parabolic or elliptic. This justifies the intrinsic flavour of the title of this work. In particular, if a deformation of a hyperbolic submanifold is not hyperbolic, then it is somewhere a composition, and hence it is not honest.
Remark 7.
As we pointed out, it is very easy to classify all the compositions in codimension two of a given hypersurface M n ⊂ R n+1 . On the other hand, the genuine isometric immersions of such an M n in codimension two were classified in Proposition 3 and Theorem 4 of [7] for the parabolic case, and in Theorem 1 of [11] for the remaining elliptic and hyperbolic cases.
The Sbrana-Cartan theory
As we pointed out, an Euclidean hypersurface is locally rigid when its rank is greater than or equal to three, and highly deformable but well understood when flat, i.e., when its rank is at most one. At the beginning of the last century, V. Sbrana [16] and a few years later E. Cartan [4] , independently and with different techniques, worked out the remaining interesting case, the hypersurfaces with rank two. That is, they classified nowhere flat locally deformable Euclidean hypersurfaces, f : M n → R n+1 , for n ≥ 3, extending earlier works by Schur and Bianchi; see [9] and references therein. According to this classification, these hypersurfaces, now called Sbrana-Cartan hypersurfaces, are (locally) divided into four classes.
The first two classes of Sbrana-Cartan hypersurfaces are obvious and highly deformable: the surface-like and the ruled ones. The first ones deform as their surfaces do in R 3 or S 3 , while the space of deformations of a ruled hypersurface can be naturally parametrized by the set of smooth real functions in one variable.
Therefore the actually interesting Sbrana-Cartan hypersurfaces belong to the two remaining continuous and discrete classes, and thus are the ones that demand the hard work in the theory. The ones in the continuous class admit precisely a one parameter family of deformations, while the ones in the discrete class have just only one noncongruent deformation.
Since the beginning of the theory several families of examples of the continuous class were known. In fact, the bulk of Sbrana and Cartan works is concentrated on the study of this class. For example, those whose Gauss map is a minimal surface in the sphere belong to this class. Another large set of examples is given by minimal hypersurfaces of rank two that have a one parameter associated family of deformations like minimal surfaces do ( [12] ).
However, until very recently not a single example of the discrete class was known, nor even if this class was actually empty. A large set of explicit examples of the discrete class was then explicitly constructed and characterized in [9] in a very geometric way: as the transversal intersection of two generic flat hypersurfaces. Although the construction is quite natural, the actual computations are long and involved. It turns out that these submanifolds in codimension two are hyperbolic, and in Section 9 we will recover this result, in a much simpler way, by using the machinery developed in this work. More interestingly, we will compute all the moduli spaces of deformations of these submanifolds in codimension two where they naturally live, finding the first known examples of honestly deformable Euclidean submanifolds of rank and codimension two.
Nothing similar to the local results for hypersurfaces due to Sbrana and Cartan had been known for codimension higher than one until recently. Locally, rank two elliptic and parabolic submanifolds where shown to be honestly rigid in [8] , and it was not clear what would happen for hyperbolic submanifolds. We will show here that, in contrast, hyperbolic submanifolds are not genuinely rigid. Now, for global rigidity, [13] is devoted to show that any pair of isometric immersions in codimension two of a compact Riemannian manifold M n is nowhere genuine, provided certain mild singular extensions are allowed. Indeed, the authors had to consider hyperbolic Sbrana-Cartan hypersurfaces N n+1 ⊂ R n+2 together with their singular set, Σ n ⊂ N n+1 , which is itself, in fact, a regular deformable hyperbolic submanifold in R n+2 . They called them generalized Sbrana-Cartan hypersurfaces. Actually, when deforming N n+1 its singular set Σ n also deforms, and M n could very well share an open subset with Σ n . More in the spirit of this work, we can think of Σ n as a regular submanifold in R n+2 that extends as a Sbrana-Cartan hypersurface N n+1 ⊂ R n+2 , but allowing singularities along Σ
n . Yet, the actual necessity of considering singular extensions was not established in [13] , because the pair of immersions could also extend regularly. Precisely this kind of singularities will appear again in our Theorem 25 below, and as a consequence we will conclude that it is indeed necessary to consider singular extensions to obtain this strong genuine rigidity in codimension two for compact manifolds; cf. Corollary 28.
Remark 8. We point out that the main result in [13] is not actually correct as it is stated in that paper. Indeed, by the same reason discussed above, singular flat extensions may appear when the submanifold has an open subset of flat points with first normal spaces of dimension less than two. The omission is due to some minor gaps that have been discovered recently by Felippe Guimarães in some lemmas. However, all gaps are fixed once singular flat extensions are allowed, hence the result remains valid if we consider the flat extensions together with their singularities. In any case, these gaps do not affect our work since we will use these lemmas only when applied to nonflat submanifolds with two dimensional first normal spaces.
Shared dimension of a pair of curves
For later use, we introduce an elementary property about curves in Euclidean space. Given two curves α 1 and α 2 in R N we define the shared dimension between α 1 and α 2 , denoted by I(α 1 , α 2 ), as the smallest integer k for which there is an orthogonal decomposition in affine subspaces,
, where span (α) stands for the smallest affine linear subspace which contains the image of α. We call V k the shared subspace between α 1 and α 2 . Of course, generically, I(α 1 , α 2 ) = N, and I(α 1 , α 2 ) = 0 if and only if the surface g(u, v) = α 1 (u) + α 2 (v) has flat normal bundle, when α
We need the following elementary characterization of I(α 1 , α 2 ).
Lemma 9. Given two curves α 1 (u) and α 2 (v) in R N , the integer I(α 1 , α 2 ) agrees with the minimum integer k such that α
Proof: It is clear by definition that k ≤ I(α 1 , α 2 ). To prove the opposite inequality, de-
, and complete to an orthogonal decomposition,
We will actually need the local version of this concept. Since I does not increases when we restrict the domains of the curves, we define the local shared dimension between α 1 and α 2 as the integer valued function
Since I(α 1 , α 2 ) is clearly semicontinuous, it is constant along connected components of an open dense subset of the parameters (u, v).
Projecting the data
In this section we show that all the data relevant to the study of the rigidity of an hyperbolic submanifold actually project to the leaf space of the relative nullity foliation,
is a smooth surface when working locally on M n , while globally it may only fail to be Hausdorff. The objects and notations introduced in this section will be used throughout the whole work.
⊥ local smooth unit frames such that
where we also require that the nonzero eigenvalue λ i of A ξ i is positive. Let 0 < θ < π and 0 < ω < π be the angles between ξ 1 and ξ 2 , and between Y 1 and Y 2 , respectively. The function θ, which we call the main angle of f , plays a crucial role in this work. Fix the orientation on T ⊥ f M and ∆ ⊥ determined by these bases, and complete to local smooth oriented orthonormal frames
Observe that, since we are in codimension two and rk A ξ 1 = 1, Gauss equation reduces to scal = det(A η i | ∆ ⊥ ), where scal denotes the (non-normalized) scalar curvature of M n . Then from (6) and (7) we obtain
Finally, denote by ψ i the normal connection 1-form associated to the frame {ξ i , η i },
Although the normal connection 1-form depends on the chosen orthonormal frame, its differential is independent since by (7) we have
We proceed to obtain information about the evolution of the geometric data described above along the relative nullity foliation ∆. As a consequence, we will be able to project all the data relevant to the understanding of the isometric deformation problem to its leaf space
Recall that L 2 is intrinsic when M n is nowhere flat, since it coincides with M n /Γ. Proposition 10. With the above notations, the following holds for
ii) Y i is constant in R n+2 along the leaves of ∆;
iii) {Y 1 , Y 2 } is an eigenbasis of the hyperbolic structure on ∆ ⊥ , and the splitting tensor of ∆ satisfies that
iv) There exist functions θ, ω and a 1-form
This for Z = Y i ∈ ker A ξ i gives
Since Y i ∈ ker A ξ i and f has rank two, we have that 0 = A η i Y i ∈ Im A ξ j . However, since Im A ξ 1 ∩ Im A ξ 2 = 0, both sides of (11) vanish, and then
Equation (12) says that ξ i is parallel along ∆ with respect to the normal connection, which by the Weingarten formula implies (i). By the above, (10) reduces to
which shows that the line bundle Im A ξ i is parallel along ∆ with respect to the LeviCivita connection ∇ of M n . In particular, the unitary vector field X i , and then also Y i , are parallel along ∆ with respect to ∇, which proves (ii) by the Gauss formula. Now, (ii) says that [T,
Taking the orthogonal projection onto ∆ ⊥ of this relation we conclude from (13) that {Y 1 , Y 2 } is a common eigenbasis for all splitting tensors and thus, by (5), for the hyperbolic structure as well since f is nowhere surfacelike. In other words, there are 1-forms b j on ∆ such that
A straightforward computation using (7) gives
On the other hand, setting Z = X i in (14) and using A ξ i X i = λ i X i we obtain that the right-hand side of the above equation equals T (ln λ i ), from which (iii) follows. By (i) and (ii) and the definition of θ and ω both angles are constant along ∆, so they project to L 2 . Finally, the Ricci equation
which alongside (12) implies that ψ i is projectable by Corollary 12 in [11] .
We often identify projectable functions and 1-forms with their respective projections, when there is no risk of confusion. This will be further clarified in the next section after Theorem 15.
We show next that (ii) and (iii) above allow us to rescale Y 1 and Y 2 so that the resulting frame projects to a coordinate frame on L 2 . These coordinates will be used throughout this work, and in particular will be useful to prove the existence of polar surfaces.
Proposition 11. There exist smooth positive functions µ 1 and µ 2 on M n and a coor-
Proof: According to Proposition 10 in [11] , the necessary and sufficient condition for the vector fields Z i to be projectable is that
whereas the projections π * • Z i come from a local coordinate system if, additionally,
From Proposition 10-(ii) and (iii), we have that (16) 
In other words, we must show that the first order system of PDEs
Since Y j is parallel along ∆ and an eigenvector of all C T , T ∈ ∆, we have from the integrability of ∆ that Ω i is also integrable. Define on Ω i the 1-form σ i by
Since all our considerations are local, the integrability condition of (18) translates into the exactness of σ i . Since the 1-form b i on ∆ is exact, dσ i | ∆×∆ = 0. Thus, it suffices to show that dσ i (T, Y j ) = 0, or equivalently,
since, by Proposition 10-(ii),
where ∇ h and ∇ v stand for the connections on ∆ ⊥ and ∆, respectively induced from ∇. It is well known and easy to see that the Codazzi equation for f implies that the splitting tensor C itself is a Codazzi tensor, that is, (∇
This can be easily rewritten using (15) and (7) as
where
By (7) we express r i in terms of G 1 and G 2 as
Now, as T ∈ ∆ = Γ, we have from Proposition 10-(ii) that
Since ω and X i are constant along ∆, differentiate (21) along ∆ and use (22) to conclude that T (r i ) − r i b j (T ) agrees with the right hand side of (20). This proves (19), as wished. Therefore, the system (18) is integrable, which means that µ i can be arbitrarily prescribed along a fixed integral curve γ of Y i and then extended along each leaf of Ω i through γ as a solution of (18).
Polar surfaces and the parametrization
In this section we show that the normal space of a hyperbolic submanifold is always integrable via a so-called polar surface. We use this to recover any hyperbolic submanifold from its polar surface through a very simple and explicit parametrization. As an important application, we will classify all flat Euclidean submanifolds in codimension two in a simple and explicit way.
Given a hyperbolic submanifold f : M n → R n+2 , we will show first the (local) existence of a surface g :
We follow all the notations and definitions of the previous section and, for convenience and from now on, u = u 1 and v = u 2 as subindexes will denote the corresponding partial derivatives for the local coordinates (u, v) constructed in Proposition 11.
Assume that L 2 is simply-connected, and suppose that there is such a surface g. Then, g u = c ξ 1 + a ξ 2 and g v = b ξ 1 + d ξ 2 , for certain functions a, b, c, d over L 2 . Differentiating the first equation with respect to v and the second with respect to u, and projecting orthogonally onto
Differentiating the first equation in (23) with respect to v gives
Since Z 2 ∈ ker A ξ 2 and the normal connection form
and analogously for the second equation in (23),
Since both bases are equally oriented, we get that the integrability conditions for (23) are
From sin(θ) > 0 we conclude that this system always has solutions a = 0, b = 0 and so by (23) there exists a regular surface g :
In addition,
are the coefficients of the first fundamental form of g. Moreover, g is also hyperbolic in the sense that dim N 1 g = 2 and α g (∂ u , ∂ v ) = 0 for the second fundamental form α g of g,
Following [6] we call such a surface g a polar surface of f , and from now on we consider on L 2 the metric induced by a (fixed) polar surface g of f , as in (27).
Remark 12. The 1-forms ψ i are tangent connection forms for g, so dψ i = K g dA, where K g denotes the Gaussian curvature of g and dA its area element. Since ψ i = π * ψ i , we have for the normal curvature 2-form R
In particular, g is flat if and only if f has flat normal bundle. Furthermore, since θ is the angle between the conjugate directions of g, we also have that f is flat if and only if g has flat normal bundle, that is, θ ≡ π/2, or, equivalently, F ≡ 0.
Remark 13. Hyperbolic surfaces in R k are trivial to construct and classify locally: they are simply given by k generic solutions of a fixed wave equation. Indeed, let U ⊂ R be an open set with coordinates (u, v), and let Γ u , Γ v : U → R be two arbitrary smooth functions. Consider the second order linear wave differential operator
Take k smooth functions g = (g 1 , . . . , g k ) that are solutions of the wave equation Q = 0, which are independent in the sense that g u , g v , g uu , g vv are pointwise linearly independent. Then, g : U → R k is a regular surface, dim N 1 g = 2, and
thus g is hyperbolic. In this sense, there is no geometry involved in the construction of hyperbolic surfaces. Notice also that Γ u , Γ v are automatically Christoffel symbols of g since ∇
In particular, Q is related with the Hessian of the metric induced by g by the relation Q(ρ) = Hess ρ (∂ u , ∂ v ).
Remark 14. By (7), (24), (25), (27) and (29) it holds that
Using (9) we see that these two equations recover the normal connection of f in terms of the metric of g. In particular, although a polar surface of a given hyperbolic submanifold is not unique, the functions F/ √ EG = cos(θ) as well as E/G Γ u and G/E Γ v coincide for all its polar surfaces.
Next we proceed to show how to recover any hyperbolic submanifold f from a polar surface g of it by providing a simple parametrization of f that depends only on g and a smooth function over L 2 satisfying the same wave equation as g.
Since the leaves of relative nullity are mapped by f to (open subsets of) affine (n − 2)-dimensional subspaces, (26) implies that
for any smooth section µ of (N 1 g ) ⊥ parametrizes, at regular points, our submanifold f . Notice that, with the notations of Remark 13,
We will conclude the parametrization by describing h ′ := f • h in terms of g and a smooth function over L 2 . By (26), the map h ′ is characterized by the property
Decompose the position vector h
plays no role in (31) (or, equivalently, it can be absorbed in the parametrization Ψ), so we write
In particular, X is the gradient of a certain function ρ, X = ∇ρ, whose Hessian satisfies
Since dim N 1 g = 2, by dimension reasons, given a function ρ on L there exists (a unique) η ∈ N 1 g for which (32) holds if and only if Hess ρ (∂ u , ∂ v ) = 0. In other words, by Remark 13, ρ satisfies the same linear PDE as the coordinate functions of g, i.e., Q(ρ) = 0 for Q as in (28).
This was the final ingredient for the main result in this section, that is interesting in its own right:
parametrizes, at regular points, a hyperbolic n-dimensional submanifold of R n+2 for which g is a polar surface.
Conversely, any hyperbolic Euclidean submanifold in codimension two can be locally parametrized in this way.
Proof: We have already proved the converse claim. For the direct statement, first notice that, by construction, the submanifold Ψ has g as a polar surface at its regular points, i.e., π
and M n endowed with the metric induced by Ψ. In fact, since g is constructed from independent solutions, dim N 1 Ψ = 2. In addition, g u and g v are independent normal vector fields to Ψ whose shape operators have rank one since (
In a local trivialization (u, v, t 1 , . . . , t n−2 ) of (N 1 g ) ⊥ determined by a moving frame
We will consider from now on this as the standard coordinate system of our hyperbolic submanifolds. In particular, the coordinate vector fields ∂ u , ∂ v as well as differentiation with respect to u and v makes sense now also on M n , and the fact that u and v are considered as coordinate functions in both M n and L 2 will not cause any confusion. For example, since (u, v) are conjugate coordinates for g, the coordinate vector fields ∂ u and ∂ v are also conjugate for Ψ, i.e., α Ψ (∂ u , ∂ v ) = 0. Moreover, that a certain function h = h(u, v, t 1 , . . . , t n−2 ) on M n projects to its leaf space L 2 means simply that it does not depend on the coordinates t 1 , . . . , t n−2 . So we will always denote with the same symbol h = h(u, v) the projection of h to L 2 .
Remark 16. From Theorem 15 it follows that f splits an Euclidean factor if and only if g is not substantial, that is, if g reduces codimension. Moreover, it is easy to check that f is surface-like if and only if g has substantial conformal codimension 2, i.e., the image of g is contained in a 4-dimensional umbilical submanifold of the ambient space.
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 15 and Remark 12 we have a parametric description of all generic rank two Euclidean submanifolds f in codimension two with flat normal bundle in terms of Euclidean hyperbolic flat surfaces. Generic here means simply that dim N 1 f = 2 everywhere, a condition that, by Proposition 5, is automatic if N 1 f has constant dimension and f is not a composition. More interestingly, in a dual way and also by Remark 12, we can characterize all generic flat Euclidean submanifolds in codimension two:
be any surface with flat normal bundle and principal coordinates (u, v), and any smooth function ρ : L 2 → R satisfying Hess ρ (∂ u , ∂ v ) = 0. Then, the map (33) parametrizes, at regular points, a flat n-dimensional submanifold of R n+2 for which g is a polar surface. Conversely, any generic flat submanifold in codimension two can be locally parametrized this way.
The construction in Corollary 17 is much simpler, direct and explicit than the one given in Theorem 13 in [5] . While the latter depends on an elusive kind of surfaces in the sphere, called of 'type C', any surface in R k with flat normal bundle parametrized by lines of curvature can be described explicitly from k arbitrary solutions of a certain simple linear integrable system of PDEs thanks to the beautiful construction due to E. Ferapontov in [14] (see also [10] for the generalization of this construction to arbitrary dimensions). In particular, Corollary 17 tells us what all those surfaces ξ of type C really are: they are just the principal directions of any surface g with flat normal bundle, i.e.,
Remark 18. As already pointed out, one of the main reasons to discard compositions when studying Euclidean rigidity in codimension two is the existence of a very simple local classification of flat Euclidean hypersurfaces (via the Gauss parametrization). Now Corollary 17 also justifies discarding compositions when working in codimension 3, as well as the introduction of our concept of honest rigidity.
The 6 invariants of a hyperbolic submanifold
In this section we extract the main data of an Euclidean hyperbolic submanifold in codimension two and show how it completely determines its deformations by means of a set of six invariants.
Let f : M n → R n+2 be a nowhere flat hyperbolic submanifold, and L 2 = M n /∆ its nullity leaf space. Following the notations of Section 2, we set s := sin 2 (θ) for the main angle θ of f , and, in a standard coordinate system, we define the main symbols of f by
We can easily express Λ u , Λ v and s, which by Proposition 10-(iv) can and will be seen as functions over L 2 , in terms of the first fundamental form of the polar surface g. Indeed, from (9) and (30) we get
where E,F and G are the coefficients of the first fundamental form of g in the coordinate system (u, v). Notice that, by Remark 14, the expressions in (35) do not depend on the particular choice of a polar surface of f . We set
2 /s. Observe that by (9) and λ 1 , λ 2 > 0, we can recover λ 1 , λ 2 , ψ 1 and thus the second fundamental form and normal connection of f from S(f ). The Fundamental Theorem of Submanifolds hence says that S(f ) determines f itself when M n is simply-connected.
Our following result provides a set of six functions that both determine and remain invariant under deformationsf of f that are nowhere compositions. Observe that this is a slightly different approach to the usual ones that deal with the study of deformations. From now on, we add a hat to indicate the objects off corresponding to those of f . In particular,θ refers to the main angle off , andΛ u ,Λ v to its main symbols.
Proposition 19. Let f : M n → R n+2 be a nowhere flat hyperbolic submanifold. Then, the functions G, C
where ρ = ln(| tan(θ)|), are invariant, i.e., such functions are preserved by any hyperbolic deformation of f . Moreover, the ratios τ u :=κ u /κ u and
Proof: Since M n is nowhere flat andf has rank two,∆ = Γ = ∆ andĈ = C everywhere. Moreover, sincef is nowhere surface-like, by (5)f is hyperbolic withĴ = J. In particular, by Proposition 10-(iii),Ẑ i = Z i , i = 1, 2, and henceω = ω, so that the invariance of G is simply a restatement of the Gauss equation (8) for ∆ ⊥ andf . It also follows from Proposition 10-(iii) that τ u and τ v project to L 2 . From (6) and (7), the Codazzi equation for (
Setting δ i =λ i /λ i , we have thatÂξ i = δ i A ξ i and (37) forf gives
Using (37) in (38) and sin(θ) = 0 we get
Since A ξ 1 ∂ v and A ξ 2 ∂ u are linearly independent everywhere, we get from the invariance of G the invariance of
, which is clearly equivalent to the invariance of C u 2 by (9) . Similarly, the invariance of C For the last invariant, observe first thatR = cot(θ)dψ 1 (∂ u , ∂ v ) is intrinsic. Indeed, by (7) and the Ricci equation,
where for the last equality we used (8) . We conclude the invariance of R from this and the previous invariants, since it is straightforward to check that 2R = 2R + (C
This completes the proof of the direct statement. Conversely, given 5 smooth functions
, we construct the second fundamental form and the normal connection 1-form for a new isometric immersion as follows. We endow T ⊥ f M with the new metric that keepsξ 1 = ξ 1 andξ 2 = ξ 2 unitary but making an angleθ instead of θ. Then we set
Therefore, as we saw in the direct statement, system (36), together with the projectability of τ u , τ v ,θ,Λ u andΛ v , is equivalent to the fundamental equations for such a second fundamental form and normal connection. Since M n is simply-connected, the Fundamental Theorem of Submanifolds assures the existence of an isometric immersion f : M n → R n+2 with second fundamental form and normal connection as above. It is clear by definition that
The moduli space of deformations
In this section we finally compute the moduli space of deformations of a nowhere flat hyperbolic Euclidean submanifold f by using the six invariants found in the last section.
Recall that, by Proposition 4 and Proposition 5, if such a deformation is not hyperbolic on some open subset, then it is somewhere a composition and, in particular, it is not a honest deformation.
Let f : M n → R n+2 be a hyperbolic submanifold with main angle θ and main symbols Λ u and Λ v , as in (34).
, and fix primitives of Λ u and Λ v with respect to u and v respectively, that we denote as Λ u du :=
In terms of a polar surface of f we get from (35) that Λ u du = ln(s)/2 + u u 0
Let U = U(u) and V = V (v) be a pair of functions of a real variable such that
Using these two functions define τ u and τ v over L 2 as
Finally, define the second-order differential operator
Our main result can be stated as follows. Observe that, as a consequence, the moduli space of hyperbolic deformations of f only depends on Λ u , Λ v and θ, that are functions over the nullity leaf space L 2 = M n /Γ. In particular, this moduli space only depends on the metric of the polar surface of f . 
which are equivalent to the existence of a pair of functions of one real variable U(u) and V (v) satisfying (41). Furthermore, we have by the invariance of G that
(40) holds, andρ := ln(| tan(θ)|) = ρ U V as in the statement. Thus, the invariance of R is equivalent to
v . Therefore, we conclude from Proposition 19 that there exists locally an isometric immersionf :
Remark 21. Depending on the problem, it may be useful to change the operator in (42) by composing ρ with a suitable function. For example, using the linear operator
Honest and genuine deformations
After classifying in the previous section the substantial rank two deformations of a hyperbolic Euclidean submanifold in codimension two, we now determine when such a deformation is a composition, when it is genuine, and therefore when it is honest.
To describe the type of deformations of a rank two isometric immersion we first need the following result.
Lemma 22. Let f,f : M n → R n+2 be a pair of nowhere congruent and nowhere flat rank two isometric immersions neither of which is contained in an affine hyperplane. Then, there is an open dense subset W ⊂ M n along which f andf have two dimensional first normal spaces, and either one of the following possibilities occur on each connected component of W :
1) There are no unit normal vector fields µ of f andμ off whose respective shape operators coincide. In this case, the pair {f,f } is genuine;
2) There are orthonormal normal frames {µ, β} of f and {μ,β} off such that A µ =Âμ and rank A β = rankÂβ = k, with 1 ≤ k ≤ 2. In this case, {f,f } extends isometrically as ( Case (1) is obvious, since a normal vector field to the submanifold tangent to the isometric extension gives a normal direction where the shape operators coincide. So assume that there are unit normal vector fields µ andμ such that A µ =Âμ, and complete them to orthonormal normal frames {µ, β} of f and {μ,β} off . In particular, 1 ≤ rank A β = rankÂβ ≤ 2 by the Gauss equation. The smoothness of this frame is assured by Lemma 7 in [13] .
If rank A β = rankÂβ = 2, Lemma 6 in [13] (or Proposition 9 in [7] ) says that case (2) holds with regular Sbrana-Cartan hypersurfaces as extensions.
Finally, assume that rank A β = rankÂβ = 1. Lemma 9 in [13] assures that the pair extends as generalized Sbrana-Cartan hypersurfaces, unless ker A β ⊂ ker ψ, which is equivalent for A µ =Âμ to be a Codazzi tensor by the Codazzi equation for A µ . Hence, ker A β ⊂ ker ψ is also a necessary condition for f to extend as a flat hypersurface. In particular, kerÂβ ⊂ kerψ also. We claim that, in this situation, f andf extend isometrically as flat hypersurfaces.
To prove the claim, we have to consider two cases: (i) A β andÂβ are pointwise linearly dependent. Define the pair (T , D), where D := ker A β , and T is the line bundle isometry that sends µ intoμ. We conclude from Proposition 9 in [7] applied to (T , D) that f andf extend isometrically as hypersurfaces with common relative nullity of dimension n = 1 + dim D, hence flat.
(ii) A β andÂβ are pointwise linearly independent. Notice that this implies also that ker A β ⊂ ker ψ by comparing the Codazzi equations for A µ =Âμ. Now, we proceed as in (i) defining (T , D), but now for D := ker A β ∩ kerÂβ = ∆. By dimension reasons, N (φ) D for the bilinear form φ defined in equation (3) in [7] , and again by Proposition 9 in [7] f andf extend isometrically by relative nullity. Thus, their extensions have rank one, hence flat.
Notice that, when k = 1 in case (2) above, the condition ker A β ⊂ ker ψ is equivalent for f to be a composition. In fact, if e is an eigenvector field of A β with A β e = λe = 0, then ψ = γ e, · for some function γ and it is easy to check that F (t, x) = f (x) + t(γλ −1 e + µ)(x) is an immersion with relative nullity distribution {∂ t } ⊕ ker A β . In particular F has rank one, so it is flat. (6), (30) and Proposition 11, in terms of a polar surface of f the latter is equivalent to either Γ u = 0 or Γ v = 0.
Remark 23. By Proposition 4, Proposition
Let f : M n → R n+2 be a nowhere flat hyperbolic submanifold with main angle θ and main symbols Λ u , Λ v as in (34) (or as in (35) in terms of a polar surface g of f ). In view of Remark 23 and (9), the condition for f to be a composition is that either 2sΛ u = s u , or 2sΛ v = s v . In particular, a hyperbolic deformationf of f is a composition if and only if either 2Λ u = ln(sin
and similarly for 2Λ v − ln(sin 2 (θ)) v . By (43) we conclude thatf is a composition if and only if
We have the following criteria to extend isometrically both immersions as flat hypersurfaces.
Proposition 24. Let f : M n → R n+2 be a nowhere flat hyperbolic submanifold andf a hyperbolic deformation of f given by (U, V ) ∈ D f . Then, in terms of a polar surface of f , the pair {f,f } extends isometrically as flat hypersurfaces if and only if either
The latter two cases are equivalent to τ u = cos 2 (θ) and τ v = cos 2 (θ), respectively.
Proof: According to Remark 23 and (45), a necessary condition to extend as flat hypersurfaces is that either Γ u = 0 or Γ v = 0, and either
In order for the extensions to be isometric, we also need that the corresponding second fundamental forms agree up to sign, as in Lemma 22 part (2). So we have too possibilities, up to obvious index choices:
Here, from (7) we easily obtain that the first equation is equivalent to τ v = 1, that is, U = 0, which implies the third equation.
(
In this case, the first equation is equivalent to τ u = cos 2 (θ) and then, by the second, V = −1 and so the third holds. In any case, Γ u = 0, ker A ξ i ⊂ ker ψ i by Remark 23, and the proposition follows from Lemma 22 part (2) since f is not parabolic.
Our next principal result describes which deformations are genuine and honest, and how the ones that are not extend:
Theorem 25. Consider two nowhere congruent nowhere flat hyperbolic isometric immersions f,f : M n → R n+2 which do not extend isometrically as flat hypersurfaces. Then,f is locally determined by a pair (U, V ) ∈ D f , and it holds that: 1) If UV > 0, then {f,f } is genuine, andf is honest if in addition (45) does not hold;
2) If UV = 0, then the pair {f,f } extends isometrically in a unique way, and they do so as generalized (singular) Sbrana-Cartan hypersurfaces. In particular, {f,f } is genuine;
3) If UV < 0, then the pair {f,f } extends isometrically in precisely two different ways, and they do so as (regular) Sbrana-Cartan hypersurfaces. In particular, f andf are constructed as the intersection of two pairs of isometric Sbrana-Cartan hypersurfaces.
Moreover, in cases (1) and (2), all the Sbrana-Cartan extensions are of continuous or discrete class.
Proof: Since the immersions are hyperbolic, neither is contained in an affine hyperplane. Moreover, as we already saw, the splitting tensor is intrinsic and we have thatÂξ i and A ξ i are linearly dependent for i = 1, 2. According to Lemma 22, we have to analyze when there are normal directions µ andμ with the same norm for which the corresponding shape operators coincide. Assume this is the case, i.e.,
and set µ = a 1 ξ 1 + a 2 ξ 2 = 0,μ =â 1ξ1 +â 2ξ2 = 0, with
Evaluating (46) 
First observe that, if λ 1 =λ 1 and λ 2 =λ 2 , from (8) we conclude that θ =θ, and thus f andf would be congruent. Hence assume that, say, λ 2 =λ 2 , which also implies that a 1 = 0 andâ 1 = 0 in view of (48). Now, dividing (47) byâ 2 1 and using (48) we get for t := −â 2 /â 1 and k := sin 2 (θ)/ sin 2 (θ) that
This is a second degree polynomial since λ 2 =λ 2 . In view of (44) this is equivalent to
whose discriminant with respect to t is −4k(τ u − 1)(τ v − 1), which by (41) has the same sign as −UV . Case (1) is then a consequence of case (1) in Lemma 22.
For case (2) , assume that U = 0, and hence τ v = 1. Then t = cos(θ) −1 is the only root of (49). Therefore, η 1 andη 1 are the only directions for which the shape operators coincide. But these are precisely the directions orthogonal to ξ 1 andξ 1 , whose shape operators have rank one. We conclude case (2) from case (2) in Lemma 22 for k = 1.
For case (3), we have two different roots in (49), and we claim that neither is equal to cos(θ) −1 or cos(θ). To prove this, first we easily check that
, in view of (35) and (41) the function e −2 F E −1 Γ v dv = −U does not depend on v. Since M n is nowhere flat, F = 0 and therefore Γ v = 0 and U = −1. By Proposition 24 both f andf extend isometrically as flat hypersurfaces contradicting our hypothesis, and the claim is proved. The proof of case (3) now follows from the discussion for case (2) and case (2) in Lemma 22 for k = 2, since the claim is equivalent to the fact that µ andμ are not collinear with η i andη i , i = 1, 2.
Now we argue that all the Sbrana-Cartan hypersurfaces that appear are always of continuous or discrete class, that is, the 'interesting' classes III and IV in Theorem 3 in [9] . First, recall that the extensions are by relative nullity, and then the relative nullity of the codimension two hyperbolic submanifold f is contained in the relative nullity of its extension F , which also has rank two. In particular, the splitting tensorC T of the relative nullity of F for T ∈ ∆ f ⊂ ∆ F is conjugate to C T . Since there is T ∈ ∆ f such that C T has two different real eigenvalues, the same holds forC T , and hence, according to Theorem 3 in [9] for c = 0, the extension is of continuous or discrete class.
Remark 26. When UV < 0 as in case (3), an interesting and unusual phenomenon occurs. First, notice that, generically, intersections of rank two hypersurfaces only provide rank 4 submanifolds. Yet, f has rank two and is constructed as the transversal intersection of a pair of non-isometric Sbrana-Cartan hypersurfaces
, whilef is the transversal intersection of their respective deformationsL
In particular, although not a honest deformation, this provides examples of interesting Sbrana-Cartan hypersurfaces of the continuous or discrete classes. The lesson we extract from this is not to disregard non genuine deformations, but instead use them to study deformability in lower dimensions. We will see more examples of this kind of phenomena in the last two sections.
Remark 27. As shown in its proof, when the pair {f,f } extends isometrically as flat hypersurfaces, Theorem 25 still holds except in the following two situations:
• In case (2), they may extend isometrically in a unique way but as flat hypersurfaces instead of singular Sbrana-Cartan hypersurfaces, yet if and only if either U = Γ u = 0 or V = Γ v = 0, as seen in Proposition 24;
• In case (3), they extend isometrically as flat hypersurfaces only if either Γ v = 0 and U = −1, or Γ u = 0 and V = −1, which correspond to cos(θ) −1 or cos(θ) to be roots of (49), respectively. But both cannot be roots simultaneously, since otherwise by (50) we would have τ u = τ v = cos 2 (θ), which contradicts the third condition in (40). We conclude that {f,f } extends isometrically also as (regular) Sbrana-Cartan hypersurfaces. In other words, (51) still holds, but with one of the pairs L As shown in the Examples in [8] page 207, the singular set Σ n of a hyperbolic SbranaCartan hypersurface F : N n+1 → R n+2 is always a deformable rank two hyperbolic Euclidean submanifold in codimension two, and N n+1 itself can be recovered from Σ n . On the other hand, as a consequence of Theorem 25 and Remark 27, we have that no pair {f,f } can extend simultaneously both singularly and regularly. This answers positively the natural question that was left open in [13] , namely, whether it is actually necessary to consider singular extensions to obtain global genuine rigidity. Indeed, if F ′ is a deformation of F , for any compact hypersurface M n ⊂ N n+1 , we conclude that
are nowhere congruent, yet they can only extend singularly along the interior of M n ∩ Σ n . Therefore, we have:
Corollary 28. The global genuine rigidity for compact Euclidean submanifolds in codimension two as established in [13] does not hold without considering singular extensions.
Hyperbolic submanifolds as hypersurfaces
In the recent paper [11] the moduli space of all (local) isometric immersions f : M n → R n+2 of a given Euclidean hypersurface g : M n → R n+1 that are not compositions was computed. We can use the machinery built in this work to understand the converse problem: to classify rank two Euclidean submanifolds in codimension two that are also hypersurfaces, and actually classify all their deformations. We will carry out the study for hyperbolic submanifolds since these are the ones that interest us in this paper, but, as we pointed out in the introduction, similar analysis holds for the elliptic ones just by taking complex conjugate coordinates instead of real ones, as done in [9] and [11] .
Let f : M n → R n+2 be a simply-connected nowhere flat hyperbolic submanifold. In order to find an isometric immersion of M n as an Euclidean hypersurface we will use the Fundamental Theorem of Submanifolds by constructing a self-adjoint endomorphism A on T M that satisfies the Gauss and Codazzi equations. Since M n has rank two, so does A, and ∆ f = ker A. Since A ξ 1 , A ξ 2 form a basis of the self-adjoint tensors that satisfy (4), we have that A = a 1 A ξ 1 + a 2 A ξ 2 , where we can assume that a 1 > 0. By (7) and (8), the Gauss equation for A reduces to a 1 a 2 = − cos(θ)/ sin 2 (θ). So defining µ = a 2 1 we have 
Recall that the Codazzi equation for
Hence, since the images of A ξ 2 and A ξ 2 are linearly independent we get
Observe first that these equations for one vector in ∆ and the other in ∆ ⊥ say that µ is projectable, since ψ 1 , ψ 2 and θ also are. In view of (9), we obtain that the above two equations are equivalent to the first order system of PDE
where, as usual, s = sin 2 (θ), and
The integrability condition of (52) is therefore
We point out for further reference that
We conclude that one and only one of the following possibilities, enumerated from the least to the most generic, holds along each connected component of an open dense subset of M n : ii) Equation (53) has two positive roots, and both satisfy (52), in which case the manifold admits an isometric immersion as a Sbrana-Cartan hypersurface of the discrete class;
iii) Only one of the positive roots of (53) satisfies (52), in which case the manifold admits an isometric immersion as a rigid hypersurface; iv) No positive root of (53) satisfies (52), hence the manifold admits no isometric immersion as a hypersurface. In particular, this is the case if (2bc
Deformations preserving the main angle
This and the following section are devoted to give some applications. The purpose in this one is to describe a particularly interesting class of deformations of a hyperbolic submanifold: the ones preserving the main angle θ. Although we will see that these deformations are never honest nor genuine, they provide interesting applications to the Sbrana-Cartan theory of deformable hypersurfaces. This justifies what we pointed out in the introduction: one should not simply ignore the study of non honest and non genuine deformations since they can provide insights for lower codimension rigidity.
So, we study here the implications of Theorem 20 on the structure of a hyperbolic nowhere flat submanifold f : M n → R n+2 admitting a hyperbolic deformationf witĥ θ = θ. We know thatf is determined by (U, V ) ∈ D f , and by (44) the condition which characterizes these deformations is simply that
Observe that UV < 0 since (τ u − 1)(τ v − 1) = −(τ − 1) 2 /τ < 0, and τ = 1 since the immersions are not congruent. Hence, in view of Remark 27, Theorem 25 holds and f andf extend isometrically as Sbrana-Cartan hypersurfaces in two different ways as in Remark 26, unless τ = cos 2 (θ) or τ = cos −2 (θ), in which case f andf extend isometrically both as flat and Sbrana-Cartan hypersurfaces in a unique way. In any case,f is never a genuine deformation and, in fact, ± √ τ are the two real roots of (49). Moreover, using (54) in (41) we obtain that V = (τ − 1) e −2 Λ u du , and U = (τ −1 − 1) e −2 Λ v dv depend on one variable only. Equivalently,
Remark 29. Observe that system (55) is exactly the system that appears in the Sbrana-Cartan theory, but now for the Euclidean polar surface of f instead of the spherical Gauss map of its extension. Its integrability condition is also given by
as in the Sbrana-Cartan theory.
To compute D f we have ρ 00 = ρ U V = ln(| tan(θ)|) and thus
Since τ = 1 this is equivalent to
First, consider this equation under the generic condition Λ u s v = 0. Hence we also have Λ v s u = 0. We conclude that, in this generic situation, f admits at most one deformationf preserving the main angle, depending on whether 1 = τ = Λ u s v /Λ v s u > 0 satisfies system (55) or not.
Let us now turn our attention to the non generic case where (57) trivially holds, i.e.,
Thus H U V (ρ U V ) = H 00 (ρ 00 ) is automatically satisfied, and three possibilities may occur: Observe that, in this case, (9) also gives ψ 1 (∂ u ) = 0, and hence ker A ξ 1 ⊂ ker ψ 1 , or analogously ker A ξ 2 ⊂ ker ψ 2 . This implies by Remark 23 that f is a composition. Actually, for such an f the polynomial P in (53) vanishes identically. Therefore, M n admits also a one-parameter family of isometric deformations as an Euclidean hypersurface, so each such an M n provides an example of a Sbrana-Cartan hypersurface of the continuous class. 
for some non-constant one variable functions U =Ũ(u) andṼ =Ṽ (v). Then, it is easy to check that the pairs (U, V ) are given by U = 1/(c −Ũ ) and V = −1/(c +Ṽ ), for c ∈ R. Therefore, a one-parameter family of deformations preserving θ always exists in this case. Observe that P in (53) is P (µ) = 8µΛ u Λ v s/(1 − s), it has no positive roots, and so M n is not an Euclidean hypersurface.
Summarizing, we have shown:
Theorem 30. A nowhere flat hyperbolic submanifold f : M → R n+2 has a hyperbolic deformationf preserving the main angle θ if and only if either one of the following occurs:
Moreover, in cases (1) and (2) f has only one noncongruent such deformation, while in case (3) it has precisely a one parameter family of them. In any case, {f,f } extend isometrically precisely in two different ways as in (51), both as Sbrana-Cartan hypersurfaces if τ = 1−s, (1−s) −1 , or as Sbrana-Cartan hypersurfaces and flat hypersurfaces otherwise. All these Sbrana-Cartan hypersurface extensions are of the continuous or discrete classes.
Sbrana-Cartan hypersurfaces of intersection type
The main results in [9] , Theorems 9 and 11, were devoted to the construction of a large family of Sbrana-Cartan hypersurfaces of the discrete class in any dimension by intersecting two flat hypersurfaces in general position
These Sbrana-Cartan hypersurfaces M n ⊂ N n+1 i ⊂ R n+1 , which we call here of intersection type, are characterized by the fact that their Gauss map satisfies Γ 1 u −Γ 1 Γ 2 + F = 0; see Lemma 10 in [9] . It is immediate that these, as submanifolds in codimension two M n ⊂ R n+2 , are nowhere flat and hyperbolic. We proceed now to easily recover these two main results by using the machinery developed in this work. Moreover, we classify all their deformations in codimension two, finding the first known examples of honestly deformable submanifolds in codimension two.
An equivalent way to understand the Sbrana-Cartan hypersurfaces of intersection type is to consider an embedded nowhere flat hyperbolic submanifold M n ⊂ R n+2 , and ask for it to extend as flat hypersurfaces in two different ways. As we saw in Remark 23, this is equivalent for its polar surface g to satisfy Γ u = Γ v = 0 in (29), that is,
is the sum of two regular curves, with α To avoid surface-like submanifolds, we require also for g to have conformal substantial codimension at least 3. We can further assume that α 1 and α 2 are parametrized by arclength, i.e., E = G = 1. Of course, in this situation F = cos(θ) = α We proceed to recover the main results in [9] for which we use the concept of local shared dimension I of a pair of curves defined at the end of Section 1.
Theorem 31. Let i : M n ⊂ R n+2 be a nowhere flat embedded hyperbolic submanifold, and assume its polar surface g separates variables, i.e., g(u, v) = α 1 (u) + α 2 (v). Then, M n is the transversal intersection of two flat hypersurfaces as in (58). Moreover, as a hypersurface, M n ⊂ R n+1 is a Sbrana-Cartan hypersurface of the discrete class if I(i) := I(α 1 , α 2 ) ≥ 2, and of the continuous class if I(i) = 1.
Conversely, the polar surface of a Sbrana-Cartan hypersurface of intersection type in codimension two separates variables.
Proof: We have already argued for the converse statement. For the direct one, in our situation, the polynomial P in (53) is
In particular, P (µ) = 0 for µ = 1/s and µ = 1/s − 1. In other words, A η i satisfies the Gauss and Codazzi equations for Euclidean hypersurfaces, i = 1, 2. We have two possibilities: P = 0. This is the case when (1 − s) −2 ((1 − s)s uv + s u s v ) = −(ln(1 − s)) uv = 0, or, equivalently, F = cos(θ) = a(u)b(v) is the product of two functions of one variable. Hence, by Lemma 9, I(i) = 1. Now, the discussion at the end of Section 7 already implies that M ⊂ R n+1 is a Sbrana-Cartan hypersurface of the continuous class. But here we can do better and actually solve (52): µ is given by µ = λ(v) + 1/s, where λ is any solution of the ODE λ ′ = λ(λ + 1)b ′ /b for which µ > 0. Notice also that λ = 0 and λ = −1 are two solutions of this ODE, which correspond to the two original intersecting flat hypersurfaces. P = 0. In this situation (59) has precisely the two positive solutions just described, µ = 1/s, 1/s − 1, and hence M n ⊂ N n+1 i ⊂ R n+1 are the two unique noncongruent isometric immersions of M n as an Euclidean hypersurface.
As another application, we now compute all the honest deformationsî : M n → R n+2 of any Sbrana-Cartan hypersurface of intersection type.
Suppose there is such an isometric immersionî. Since it is not a composition it has rank two and by Theorem 25 it is induced by (U, V ) ∈ C g . In this case, τ u = 1 + sV (v) and τ v = 1 + sU(u), and thus the condition (45) for such anî not to be a composition turns out to be But then (62) reduces to ϕ u ϕ v = 0. We conclude that the only deformations in codimension two of these Sbrana-Cartan hypersurfaces of the continuous class, for which I(i) = 1, are compositions.
So let us concentrate on the discrete class, i.e., I(i) ≥ 2. If we setφ = arcsin(2ϕ − 1) when ϕ ∈ (0, 1) andφ = ln(|2ϕ − 1 + 2 ϕ(ϕ − 1)|) otherwise, (62) is justφ uv = 0. We claim that I(i) = 2. Indeed, if ϕ ∈ (0, 1) there are functions U 0 (u), V 0 (v) such that 2ϕ = sin(U 0 + V 0 ) + 1, and then Theorem 25 we obtain that the moduli space of hyperbolic deformations is a connected differentiable 1-parameter family of honest deformations, and therefore i is genuinely and honestly deformable.
It is interesting to analyze the boundary of this family, i.e., t = 0 and t = ∞. We have in this case that U = 0, V = −1 and U = −1, V = 0, respectively. These do not satisfy the third condition in (40), yet they give rise to a pair of rank two isometric immersions i 0 , i ∞ of M n that lie inside a hyperplane. Indeed, say for V = 0, U = −1, we have at the limit that τ u = cos 2 (θ), τ v = 1,θ = 0,ξ 1 =ξ 2 ,ψ i = 0,Âξ i = 0 by (39), and in view of (7), 
that is a Codazzi tensor. Similarly for U = 0, V = −1 we getÂη i = A η 2 . In other words, i 0 and i ∞ are precisely the two unique isometric immersions of M n as an Euclidean hypersurface. In particular, the two pairs {i, i 0 } and {i, i ∞ } are not genuine since each pair extends isometrically in a unique way, and as flat hypersurfaces.
Summarizing, we have shown:
Theorem 32. A Sbrana-Cartan hypersurface of intersection type i : M n ⊂ R n+2 is honestly rigid, unless I(i) = 2. In the latter case, the moduli space of local rank two deformations of i is a differentiable compact connected 1-parameter family {i t : −1 ≤ t ≤ 1}. Moreover, the interior members of this family, i t for −1 < t < 1, are honest deformations of i, while the pair of deformations i ±1 at its boundary are the only two isometric immersions of M n as an Euclidean hypersurface. In addition, {i, i ±1 } extend isometrically as flat hypersurfaces, and therefore i ±1 are not genuine deformations of i.
Remark 33. It was not known until now if a honestly locally deformable Euclidean submanifold of rank two in codimension two existed at all, since, to our surprise, even the highly degenerate elliptic and parabolic Euclidean submanifolds in codimension two were shown to be honestly rigid in Theorems 1 and 4 in [8] . Now Theorem 32 answers affirmatively this question.
Theorem 32 also shows that different kinds of deformations can be glued smoothly in complex ways. Indeed, by taking two curves α 1 , α 2 from which I(α 1 , α 2 ) varies from point to point, we can construct a connected submanifold that has an open dense subset such that each connected component deforms in different ways.
